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Abstract

Many individuals with autism spectrum disorder (ASD) exhibit motor difficulties, but it is unknown whether manual motor
skills improve, plateau, or decline in ASD in the transition from childhood into adulthood. Atypical development of manual
motor skills could impact the ability to learn and perform daily activities across the life span. This study examined longitudinal
grip strength and finger tapping development in individuals with ASD (n = 90) compared to individuals with typical
development (n = 56), ages 5 to 40 years old. We further examined manual motor performance as a possible correlate of
current and future daily living skills. The group with ASD demonstrated atypical motor development, characterized by similar
performance during childhood but increasingly poorer performance from adolescence into adulthood. Grip strength was
correlated with current adaptive daily living skills, and Time 1 grip strength predicted daily living skills eight years into the
future. These results suggest that individuals with ASD may experience increasingly more pronounced motor difficulties from
adolescence into adulthood and that manual motor performance in ASD is related to adaptive daily living skills.

Research highlights

• Severe manual motor difficulties can negatively
impact independent living skills. However, it is
unclear whether persistent but less severe manual
motor difficulties, as commonly reported in Autism
Spectrum Disorder (ASD), also disrupt the develop-
ment of daily living skills across the life span.

• The group with ASD demonstrated atypical devel-
opment of grip strength and finger tapping, marked

by an early plateau and increasingly larger group
differences from adolescence into adulthood.

• Compared to age norms, over a third of the ASD
sample had at least one maximum grip strength
measurement below the 10th percentile.

• Manual motor performance (primarily grip
strength) was associated with concurrent adaptive
daily living skills and adaptive daily living skills
8 years into the future, even after controlling for
age and IQ.
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Introduction

To track development in infancy, parents and clinicians
emphasize a child’s ability to roll, crawl, and walk.
However, with increasing age, the developmental focus
shifts from motor milestones to cognitive markers (i.e.
language, reading, or spatial reasoning). For many,
motor skills from adolescence to middle adulthood are
virtually ignored outside of the context of athletics or
rehabilitation. However, in older adulthood, the empha-
sis on motor skills re-emerges, focusing on those who
may be at risk for falls or who may have difficulty with
everyday tasks due to motor declines. In other words,
motor skills in typically developing individuals appear to
be emphasized at points in the life span when motor
ability impacts daily living skills and independence.
However, for many children with developmental disor-
ders, motor difficulties may impact functional limitations
across the life span. Specifically, in children with cerebral
palsy, gross and fine motor movements were found to
predict adaptive daily living skills (Tseng, Chen, Shieh,
Lu & Huang, 2011). This finding is perhaps unsurprising
given that motor difficulties are profound enough to be
considered a primary diagnostic indicator of cerebral
palsy. However, what is not known is whether individuals
with persistent but mild motor difficulties have corre-
sponding difficulties with adaptive daily living skills,
even at ages when motor skills are not a developmental
focus.
In individuals with Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD),

motor difficulties are not a core symptom, suggesting that
motor impairments in this population may bemore subtle
than in disorders like cerebral palsy. However, a variety of
gross and fine motor impairments in ASD have been
commonly reported (for a meta-analyses see Fournier,
Hass, Naik, Lodha & Cauraugh, 2010a). These motor
difficulties include dyspraxia (Dewey, 1991; Dewey, Can-
tell & Crawford, 2007; Dowell, Mahone & Mostofsky,
2009; Dziuk, Gidley Larson, Apostu, Mahone, Denckla
et al., 2007; Minshew, Goldstein & Siegel, 1997; Mostof-
sky, Dubey, Jerath, Jansiewicz, Goldberg et al., 2006;
Rogers, Bennetto, McEvoy & Pennington, 1996), chal-
lenges with postural stability (Fournier, Kimberg, Rado-
novich, Tillman, Chow et al., 2010b; Kohen-Raz,
Volkman & Cohen, 1992; Molloy, Dietrich & Bhat-
tacharya, 2003; Papadopoulos, McGinley, Tonge, Brad-
shaw, Saunders et al., 2011; Travers, Powell, Klinger &
Klinger, 2013; Weimer, Schatz, Lincoln, Ballantyne &
Trauner, 2001), impaired motor anticipation (Rinehart,
Bellgrove, Tonge, Brereton, Howells-Rankin et al., 2006;
Rinehart, Bradshaw, Brereton & Tonge, 2001), and weak
grip strength (Kern, Geier, Adams, Troutman, Davis
et al., 2013; Travers, Bigler, Tromp, Adluru, Destiche

et al., 2015). These motor difficulties have been reported
across wide age ranges, but data are limited regarding the
longitudinal development of motor ability in this popu-
lation. Understanding at what ages individuals with ASD
struggle most with motor difficulties may provide insight
into the nature and real-world impact of motor difficulties
in ASD. Given that service receipt for people with ASD
decreases after high school (Shattuck,Wagner,Narendorf,
Sterzing & Hensley, 2011), understanding the develop-
mental trajectory of motor skills could have important
implications for interventions thatmight allow individuals
with ASD to function better in adulthood. More broadly,
understanding whether subtle motor difficulties do or do
not impact adaptive daily living skills from childhood
through middle adulthood, regardless of diagnosis, would
have implications for how we conceptualize and monitor
motor skills during these developmental periods. There-
fore, the purpose of this study is to examine the develop-
mental trajectory of motor ability in ASD from childhood
into adulthood and to further explore the potential impact
of manual motor difficulties on adaptive daily living skills.
Few studies have examined age-related changes in

motor ability in individuals with ASD. Of these studies,
one suggested improvements in motor skills with age,
while the other studies suggested declines relative to
typically developing peers. Specifically, a higher inci-
dence of hypotonia and ataxia was reported in 2- to 6-
year-olds with ASD compared to 7- to 18-year-olds with
ASD (Ming, Brimacombe & Wagner, 2007), suggesting
that motor difficulties in ASD may diminish from early
childhood into adolescence. In contrast, multiple studies
have demonstrated increasingly poorer motor skills in
children with ASD 1 to 4 years of age. Specifically, a
repeated measures analysis indicated atypical fine and
gross motor ability at 12 to 24 months of age that
became increasingly more impaired compared to typi-
cally developing age norms between 31 to 36 months of
age (Lloyd, MacDonald & Lord, 2013). Similarly, a
longitudinal randomized controlled trial demonstrated
increasingly poorer parent-reported motor skills in ASD
from 2 to 4 years of age in the control group (Dawson,
Rogers, Munson, Smith, Winter et al., 2010), even
though the active treatment group actually demonstrated
increasingly better parent-reported motor skills. In
toddlers at-risk for ASD, approximately 25% of the
sample demonstrated declines in motor skills (Ben-
Sasson & Gill, 2014). However, these motor declines
occurred in conjunction with improvements in language
skills, demonstrating the discontinuity in development
across domains that can occur in children of this age.
Collectively, these results suggest that motor skills in
children with ASD and at-risk for ASD may appear
increasingly less typical as they transition from infancy
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to toddlerhood, possibly varying according to type of
early intervention received. In older individuals (5–
52 years of age), cross-sectional analyses of postural
adjustments suggested delayed postural development in
ASD, with adults with ASD not reaching adult-level
postural stability (Minshew, Sung, Jones & Furman,
2004). Therefore, postural stability impairments in
childhood may persist into adulthood. A similar cross-
sectional pattern was observed by this research group in
finger tapping and grip strength (Abu-Dahab, Skid-
more, Holm, Rogers, & Minshew, 2013). However, the
differing samples and methodologies of these studies
impede our understanding of how motor skills develop
and change with age in ASD. Further, there is a strong
need for a longitudinal examination of motor ability in
ASD beyond toddlerhood.

Of the variety of motor skills that have been reported
to be impaired in ASD, being able to grip objects and
dexterously move one’s fingers is essential for comple-
tion of a variety of important tasks across the life span.
Poor manual motor skills could build on one another,
leading to increased disability over time. Thus, funda-
mental, manual motor assessments like grip strength and
finger tapping speed may be particularly apt for a
longitudinal examination, as these skills are diagnostic
correlates for success during more complex hand move-
ments. In infancy, effectively gripping objects and mov-
ing one’s fingers allow children to explore the world
around them, reaching for and manipulating objects. In
childhood, grip strength and finger dexterity facilitate
key academic tasks, such as handwriting. Indeed, grip
strength was found to be correlated with pencil control
and handwriting legibility in children with ASD (Alaniz,
Galit, Necesito & Rosario, 2015). Poor handwriting may
have detrimental effects on tasks like taking notes and
completing math problems, creating a lasting impact on
academic performance. In adolescence and adulthood,
tasks such as food preparation, dressing, caring for
others, and driving involve gripping objects and skillfully
moving one’s fingers. Furthermore, hand strength may
provide insights into age-related changes from mid to
later adulthood. Specifically, midlife grip strength has
been shown to predict functional limitations (Rantanen,
Guralnik, Foley, Masaki, Leveille et al., 1999) and
mortality 25 years later (Al Snih, Markides, Ray, Ostir
& Goodwin, 2002; Fujita, Nakamura, Hiraoka, Kobaya-
shi, Sakata et al., 1995; Gale, Martyn, Cooper & Sayer,
2007; Katzmarzyk & Craig, 2002; Metter, Talbot,
Schrager & Conwit, 2002; Rantanen, Masaki, He, Ross,
Willcox et al., 2012; Sasaki, Kasagi, Yamada & Fujita,
2007). Manual motor difficulties during development
may also predict difficulties with daily living skills and
later outcomes. In preschoolers with ASD, motor diffi-

culties (along with sensory difficulties) correlated with
adaptive daily living skills (Jasmin, Couture, McKinley,
Reid, Fombonne et al., 2009). Whether this relationship
persists past preschool into later childhood and adult-
hood in ASD has not yet been tested. One possibility is
that even subtle motor difficulties may be associated with
concurrent daily living skills and be predictive of future
adaptive daily living skills, such that the cumulative
effect of the manual motor difficulties during develop-
ment could hinder the achievement of independent living
skills once the child reaches adulthood. Indeed, adaptive
daily living skills in ASD have been shown to have an
atypical plateau during early adolescence (Smith, Maen-
ner & Seltzer, 2012), and we do not know whether motor
difficulties may contribute to this plateau.

The aims of the present study were to (1) examine age-
related changes in longitudinal measures of grip strength
and finger tapping in ASD compared to typical devel-
opment from early childhood into mid-adulthood, and
(2) to examine manual motor performance as a predictor
of concurrent and future adaptive daily living skills.
Based on the previous literature identifying multiple
motor impairments in individuals with ASD, we hypoth-
esized that individuals with ASD would demonstrate
atypical manual motor development across this age span.
Furthermore, because manual motor ability underlies a
number of adaptive daily living skills (i.e. dressing,
handwriting, preparing food, etc.), we hypothesized that
grip strength and finger tapping would be correlated with
concurrent adaptive daily living skills and be predictive
of future adaptive daily livings skills.

Methods

Design

The present study is an analysis of data from abroader, 12-
year longitudinal study that focused on age-related brain
and behavior changes in males with ASD compared to
typically developing controls. In the broader study, four
waves of data collection (both neuroimaging and behav-
ioral measures) occurred. There was approximately
2.5 years between each time point of data collection.
Added measures of grip strength and finger tapping speed
and measures of adaptive functioning were collected one
to three times over an eight-year period (primarily at
Times 1 and 3). In the group with ASD, 60% had two or
more motor assessments over the course of the study, and
in the group with typical development 50% had two or
more motor assessments. Adaptive functioning was mea-
sured at Times 1, 3, and 4. Both the broader longitudinal
study and the current study employed an accelerated
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longitudinal design (Harezlak, Ryan, Giedd & Lange,
2005; Nesselroade & Baltes, 1979), which measured
individual longitudinal changes in motor measurements
acrossmultiple age cohorts. Inotherwords, participants of
multiple age groups participated at Time 1 and then were
followed at Times 2–4. Participants were included in the
analyses even if they had measurements at only one time
point. In these models, it is statistically acceptable to
include all available data, balanced or not, as an empirical
basis for estimating a growth curve model (even if the
participant has just one observation; Lange & Laird,
1989). The rationale behind this is that the inclusion of all
available data provides a more precise estimate of the
longitudinal and cross-sectional mean functions as well as
additional information on baselines, peaks, valleys, and
inflections, even though these latter three require estima-
tion of higher order derivatives.

Participants

Participants’ consent was obtained according to the
Declaration of Helsinki, and this research was approved
by the University of Utah and the University of Wiscon-
sin-Madison Institutional Review Boards. Ninety males
with ASD and 56 age- and sex-matched typically devel-
oping controls (TDC) between the ages of 5 and 39 years
(M = 18.0 years) participated in this study. These partic-
ipants were selected from participants in the broader
longitudinal neuroimaging study (110 ASD and 78 TDC),
excluding participants with an atypical presentation of
ASD or TDC, or participants who did not have an age
match in the other group. Time 1 motor data from these
participants have been reported previously (Duffield,

Trontel, Bigler, Froehlich, Prigge et al., 2013; Travers
et al., 2015). The participants with ASD were diagnosed
based on Autism Diagnostic Interview-Revised (Lord,
Rutter & Le Couteur, 1994), Autism Diagnostic Observa-
tion Scale (ADOS) (Lord, Risi, Lambrecht, Cook,
Leventhal et al., 2000), Diagnostic Statistical Manual-
IV-TR (American Psychiatric Association, 2000), and
ICD-10 criteria. Participants with ASD were included in
the present study if they met criteria for a lifetime
diagnosis of autistic disorder, Asperger’s syndrome, or
pervasive developmental disorder not otherwise specified
(89% met full criteria for autistic disorder). Exclusion
criteria included medical causes of ASD (determined by
patient history, physical exam, fragile-X testing, and
karyotype), history of severe head injury, hypoxia-
ischemia, seizure disorder, and other neurological
disorders. Typically developing control participants were
confirmed as having typical development through history,
the ADOS, IQ testing, and neuropsychological and
standardized psychiatric assessment. All participants
had English as their first language and were verbal at the
time of testing. On average, the group with ASD had
average IQ (M = 101.07, SD = 16.59), whereas the group
with typical development had above-average IQ
(M = 117.54, SD = 14.7). See Table 1 for more detailed
participant information.

Assessments

Grip strength

Grip strength was measured with a hand dynamometer
according to the Halstead-Reitan Battery guidelines

Table 1 Demographic characteristics of the longitudinal study sample and p-values for group comparisons

ASD Typical development p-value

Number of participants 90 56 –
Number of motor assessments 144 83 –
Motor assessments per participant, mean (SD) 1.61 (0.51) 1.54 (0.57) .42
Motor assessments, range 1–3 1–3 –
Right hand preferred 88.2% 96.4% –
Body Mass Index (BMI), mean (SD) 23.41 (6.86) 22.63 (5.06) .41
BMI, range 14.47–46.33 13.74–39.33 –
Age in years, mean (SD) 17.51 (7.61) 18.81 (7.88) .33
Age in years, range 6.38–37.78 6.90–39.78 –
FSIQ, mean (SD) 101.07 (16.59) 117.54 (14.7) <.001
FSIQ, range 72–137 78–152 –
SRS total raw score, mean (SD) 96.52 (27.87) 17.03 (13.28) <.001
SRS total raw score, range 21–157 0–60 –
Vineland Daily Living Standard Score, mean (SD) 79.46 (13.22) 102.15 (9.59) <.001
Vineland Daily Living Standard Score, range 50–113 81–121 –
Vineland Adaptive Behavior Composite Standard Score, mean (SD) 75.87 (10.13) 101.27 (9.39) <.001
Vineland Adaptive Behavior Composite Standard Score, range 56–109 78–121 –

Note: ASD, autism spectrum disorder; FSIQ, full-scale IQ; SRS, social responsiveness scale.
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(Reitan Laboratories: www.reitanlabs.com; Heaton,
Grant & Matthews, 1991). Grip strength from the
dynamometer was recorded and reported in kilograms
(as is the industry standard). Participants were instructed
to hold the upper part of the dynamometer in the palm
of the hand and squeeze the stirrup with the fingers as
tightly as possible. Participants completed two trials.
However, if the strength in kilograms of these two
trials was not within a 5-point range, a third trial was
completed. This procedure was carried out with both the
preferred and nonpreferred hands. A third trial was
administered as often in the typically developing group
(64% of the preferred-hand assessments, 63% of the
nonpreferred-hand assessments) as in the ASD group
(69% of the preferred-hand assessments, 68% of the
nonpreferred-hand assessments), preferred: v2 = 0.37,
p = .54, nonpreferred: v2 = 0.13, p = .72. There was a
very high correlation between the grip strength mea-
surements in the preferred and nonpreferred hands,
r = +.96, p < .001. To increase comparability of our grip
strength measures to previous studies (Dodds, Syddall,
Cooper, Benzeval, Deary et al., 2014), a maximum grip
strength score was calculated for each time point, taking
the strongest grip strength among all trials, regardless of
hand preference. Follow-up analyses examined preferred
and nonpreferred hand grip strength separately, by
averaging the trials for each hand.

Finger tapping

Finger tapping was measured by the number of taps
performed by the pointer finger of each hand over a
period of 10 seconds according to the Halstead-Reitan
Battery (Reitan Laboratories: www.reitanlabs.com; Hea-
ton et al., 1991). Participants were instructed to tap the
pointer finger as many times as possible until the
experimenter with the stopwatch said stop. The majority
of participants completed the task on the manual finger
tapping board, but the younger participants completed
the task using the electronic finger tapping version. For
each hand, participants completed five trials. However, if
the scores from the five trials were not within five finger
taps, additional trials for each hand were administered
until this administration rule was met or until 10 total
trials for each hand were administered. For each time
point and each hand, the trials were averaged.

Adaptive functioning

The Vineland Adaptive Behavior Scales (VABS) parent
rating forms (Sparrow & Cicchetti, 1989) were used to
examine adaptive functioning in the participants at
Times 1, 3, and 4. The VABS gathers information about

the ability of the child to take care of him- or herself and
the ability to get along with others in light of the child’s
age. Age-normed scores were derived for the adaptive
behavior composite in addition to age-normed scores for
the social skills, daily living skills, and communication
subscales. For Time 1, 59 of the 90 individuals with ASD,
and 30 of the 56 individuals with typical development
had completed VABS measures. For Time 3, 22 of the 90
individuals with ASD and only 3 of the 56 individuals
with typical development had completed VABS mea-
sures. For Time 4, 61 of the 90 individuals with ASD and
34 of the 56 individuals with typical development had
completed VABS measures.

IQ

IQ was assessed in participants at each time point.
Standard scores full-scale IQ (FSIQ) are reported. At
Time 1, participants completed the Differential Abilities
Scales (Elliott, 1990), Wechsler Intelligence Scale for
Children (3rd edn.) (Wechsler, 1991), or Wechsler Adult
Intelligence Scale (3rd edn.) (Wechsler, 1997) (depending
on age and verbal ability). At Time 3, participants
completed the two-subtest version of the Wechsler
Abbreviated Scale of Intelligence (Wechsler, 1999).

Data analysis

Because age-related changes in motor skills may not be
fully captured by parametric methods, we took a semi-
parametric approach that used penalized smoothing
splines (Wood, 2004) to examine age-related changes in
manual motor performance. The general additive model
smoothing splines do not restrict the fit to polynomials.
The semiparametric smoothing splines bend to data and
are penalized for each bend to minimize model com-
plexity. In this way, the smoothing spline models provide
the fewest bends that account for the most variance.
These smoothing splines are more likely to capture
nonlinear growth spurts or declines, which may improve
our understanding of potentially divergent developmen-
tal trajectories in ASD compared to typical develop-
ment. Further, these models may prevent fitted curve
bias at the extremes of the data range, a curse of
polynomial fits. As elsewhere, the mixed-effects aspect of
these smoothing splines consider both between and
repeated measurements from participants and are
designed for our accelerated longitudinal design (Alexan-
der-Bloch, Reiss, Rapoport, McAdams, Giedd et al.,
2014; Harezlak et al., 2005). All statistical analyses were
performed in R version 3.1.1 (R. Core Team, 2014).
Specifically, we used the gamm4 package to perform
generalized additive mixed models (Hastie, 1999; Wood,
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2004, 2006; Wood & Scheipl, 2014). To ensure that our
typically developing group was estimating typical motor
performance curves, we compared the grip strength
spline curves with the normative data derived from
Dodds et al. (2014).
The penalized spline curves examined the effects of age

and diagnosis on grip strength and on finger tapping
speed in both the preferred and nonpreferred hands.
Specifically, age and the interaction term between group
and age were defined as smooth terms, whereas group
was a fixed variable, and the subject was set as the
random effect. The analyses were performed both with
and without controlling for full-scale IQ. Follow-up
independent-samples t-tests were conducted to confirm
the pattern of the spline results.
To examine whether manual motor performance

measures could predict concurrent daily living skills
and also living skills 5–9 years into the future, the ppcor
package in R (Kim, 2012) was used to correlate Time 1
manual motor performance with Time 1 VABS daily
living standard scores and then with Time 4 VABS daily
living standard scores (controlling for age, as age was
found to significantly relate to both grip strength and
VABS daily living standard scores). To make sure that
our results were not driven by IQ differences, additional
partial correlations were performed controlling for both
age and full-scale IQ. Further, to examine whether these
relationships remained in an adult-only sample, we also
looked at these partial correlations in those who were
18 years or older at Time 1. While Time 3 VABS results
were available, these were not used in the analyses due to
a smaller sample size and uncertainty about whether the
data were missing at random. We employed p-values of
standardized regression coefficients and Cohen’s d to
assess statistical significance.

Results

Manual motor performance and developmental
trajectory models

Prior to our case-control comparisons, we confirmed
that our typically developing motor performance data
were consistent with previously established norms.
Specifically, we examined whether our measurements of
maximum grip strength in the typically developing group
fit with the age-related trajectories of Dodds et al.
(2014), who developed norms for maximum grip strength
based on approximately 50,000 participants. In Figure 1,
the individual data points from our study may be seen in
context of the Dodds et al. (2014) definition of 10th,
25th, 50th, 75th and 90th percentiles. The typically

developing growth curves of grip strength in the present
study are quite similar to that of the normative sample.
However, further analysis at the individual level indi-
cated that 37 of the 144 grip strength observations in the
ASD group (25.7%) were below the 10th percentile of the
normative data, compared to one of 83 observations
(1.2%) in the typically developing group. Of the obser-
vations that fell below the 10th percentile, 32 participants
with ASD (35.6%) had at least one measurement of grip
strength below the 10th percentile (compared to 1.82%
of participants in the typically developing sample).
Therefore, while the normative data coincided with the
typically developing data in the present study, more than
one-third of the participants with ASD had grip
strengths below the 10th percentile. Intriguingly, 12
participants with ASD (13.3%) had at least one mea-
surement of grip strength above the 90th percentile. An
independent-samples t-test indicated that those within
the ASD group who had grip strength above the 90th
percentile did not differ from those within the ASD
group who had grip strength below the 10th percentile in
terms of age, t(42) = �0.45, p = .65, BMI, t(33) = 1.37,
p = .18, or full-scale IQ, t(42) = �1.00, p = .32.
In order to examine whether manual motor perfor-

mance develops differently in ASD compared to typical
development, we tested for case-control differences in
both grip strength and finger tapping speed (preferred
and nonpreferred hands separately) and their longitudi-
nal trajectories. Maximum grip strength measurements
from both groups are shown in Figure 2, and the finger
tapping speed measurements from both groups are
shown in Figure 3. Our generalized additive mixed
effects model analysis found significant age-spline-by-
group interactions for grip strength and finger tapping
speed of both hands (all p-values < = .001; Table 2),
suggesting distinct developmental trajectories for motor

Figure 1 Maximum grip strength (in kilograms)
measurements from the present study plotted in references to
the age-specific maximum grip strength norms of Dodds et al.
(2014). Approximately 25% of the grip strength measurements
of the group with ASD were below the 10th percentile.
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performance in the group with ASD compared to the
group with typical development. Even when running
these models controlling for full-scale IQ, the interaction
effects remained significant (again all p-values < = .001).

An examination of the spline plots (Figures 2 and 3)
suggested that motor performance may begin to further
deviate between the groups around the age of 15 years.
To confirm this conjecture, we divided the sample by
average age over the course of the longitudinal study
(those on average older than 15 versus those on average
younger than 15). In the ASD group, 38 participants
(42%) were under the age of 15 years, whereas in the
typically developing group, 19 participants (34%) were
under the age of 15 years. In those younger than

15 years of age, the group with ASD demonstrated
weaker grip strength (average across preferred and
nonpreferred hands) (M = 15.71, SD = 8.90) than the
group with typical development (M = 17.69, SD = 6.12),
but this difference was not statistically significant and
had a small-to-medium effect size, t(55) = 0.98, p = .33,
d = 0.28. In contrast, in those older than 15 years of age,
the group with ASD demonstrated significantly weaker
grip strength (M = 33.13, SD = 8.95) than the group
with typical development (M = 43.27, SD = 8.65), and
this was a large effect size, t(87) = 5.38, p < .001,
d = 1.16.

The finger tapping pattern of results was nearly
identical. In those younger than 15 years, the group
with ASD demonstrated fewer finger taps in a 10-second
interval (average across preferred and nonpreferred
hands) (M = 44.97, SD = 6.06) than the group with
typical development (M = 37.99, SD = 7.03), but this
difference was not statistically significant, t(55) = 1.01,
p = .32, d = 0.28. In contrast, in those older than
15 years of age, the group with ASD demonstrated
significantly slower finger tapping (M = 44.97,
SD = 6.06) than the group with typical development
(M = 50.46, SD = 5.48), and this was a large effect size,
t(87) = 4.46, p < .001, d = 0.96.

Manual motor performance correlates with concurrent
adaptive daily living skills

Partial correlations examined whether grip strength and
finger tapping were associated with concurrent adaptive
daily living scores. After accounting for age, Time 1
VABS daily living standard scores were correlated with

Figure 2 Maximum grip strength (in kilograms) as a function
of age in the ASD and typically developing groups.

Figure 3 Tapping speed (both preferred and nonpreferred hands) as a function of age in the autism spectrum disorder (ASD) and
typically developing control (TDC) groups.
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both Time 1 maximum grip strength (Figure 4a),
r = +.27, p = .009, n = 89, and Time 1 finger tapping,
r = +.23, p = .03, n = 89. After accounting for both age
and FSIQ, maximum grip strength still significantly
correlated with daily living skills, r = +.24, p = .03,
n = 89, but finger tapping no longer significantly corre-
lated with daily living skills, r = +.18, p = .08, n = 89.
These correlations correspond to small-to-medium effect
sizes.

Manual motor performance predicts future adaptive
daily living skills

We next examined whether Time 1 manual motor
performance measures correlated with future (Time 4)
adaptive daily living skills. We found that the average
time between Time 1 and Time 4 sessions was 7.78 years
(range: 5.71–8.63 years). After accounting for age, Time
4 VABS daily living standard scores were correlated with

Table 2 Generalized additive mixed-effects models examining group and age-related changes in grip strength and finger tapping

Group Age spline Age 9 group spline

Estimate p-value EDF F p-value EDF F p-value

Grip strength
Maximum
Both groups 3.65 0.20 6.24 67.03 <.001 1.00 18.26 <.001
ASD – – 5.58 47.17 <.001 – – –
TDC – – 5.29 94.24 <.001 – – –

Preferred hand
Both groups 2.64 0.34 6.23 61.47 <.001 1 17.00 <.001
ASD – – 5.71 43.56 <.001 – – –
TDC – – 5.21 81.31 <.001 – – –

Nonpreferred hand
Both groups 1.71 0.543 6.00 52.60 <.001 1 10.76 0.001
ASD – – 5.32 41.14 <.001 – – –
TDC – – 5.63 59.12 <.001 – – –

Finger tapping
Preferred hand
Both groups 2.89 0.22 4.62 46.82 <.001 1 11.46 <.001
ASD – – 3.98 28.55 <.001 – – –
TDC – – 4.94 60.89 <.001 – – –

Nonpreferred hand
Both groups 3.27 0.12 4.78 54.05 <.001 1 11.36 <.001
ASD – – 4.09 38.02 <.001 – – –
TDC – – 4.30 51.58 <.001 – – –

Note: ASD, autism spectrum disorder; EDF, estimated degrees of freedom for spline; F, f-statistic;TDC, typically developing control.

Figure 4 Time 1 maximum grip strength correlations with concurrent (Time 1) and future (Time 4) Vineland Adaptive Behaviors
Scale (VABS) Daily Living Scale Standard Scores. Time 4 measures were an average of eight years after Time 1 measures.
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Time 1 grip strength, r = +.28, p = .02, n = 68 (Fig-
ure 4b), but not by Time 1 finger tapping speed,
r = +.20, p = .09, n = 68. This pattern of results
remained after controlling for both age and FSIQ (grip:
r = +.24, p = .04; finger tapping: r = +.19, p = .11).
When looking only at adult participants (18 years or
older at Time 1), the relationship between Time 4 VABS
daily living standard scores and Time 1 manual motor
performance scores did not appear to meet the assump-
tion of linearity. Consequently, a Spearman’s rank
partial correlation was employed. Nonparametric Spear-
man correlations demonstrated that Time 4 VABS daily
living standard scores were correlated with both Time 1
grip strength, rs = +.41, p < .05, n = 23, and Time 1
finger tapping speed, rs = +.56, p = .003, n = 23 (ac-
counting for both age and IQ). Again, these correlations
correspond to small-to-medium effect sizes.

Discussion

The present study investigated performance and age-
related changes in longitudinal measures of grip strength
and finger tapping speed in ASD compared to typical
development from early childhood into mid-adulthood.
Our measures focused on fundamental aspects of devel-
opmental manual motor performance that likely serve as
a foundation for more complicated hand movements.
Our repeated measurements occurred at times in the life
span when motor ability is not typically a developmental
focus. Further, we examined manual motor performance
as a correlate of concurrent adaptive daily living skills
and future adaptive daily living skills. The results yielded
three important findings: (1) atypical development of
grip strength and finger tapping speed in ASD marked
by progressively more robust group differences from
adolescence into adulthood, (2) a large proportion of the
ASD sample with maximum grip strength below the 10th
percentile for age norms, and (3) manual motor perfor-
mance skills (primarily maximum grip strength) being
associated with concurrent and future daily living skills.
Each of these results is discussed in more detail.

Atypical development of manual motor skills in autism

The group with ASD demonstrated atypical manual
motor development. This development was characterized
by similar performance on grip strength and finger
tapping from 5 to 14 years of age but increasingly larger
group differences from 15 to 39 years of age. Across both
groups, adolescence was a time of increasing grip
strength and finger tapping speed. However, the group
with ASD exhibited an early plateau in these skills,

suggesting that individuals with ASD may experience
increasingly more pronounced manual motor perfor-
mance difficulties (compared to their typically develop-
ing peers) in the transition from adolescence into
adulthood. These longitudinal results help clarify some
of the inconsistencies in the literature. For example, the
present results extend the findings of atypical motor
maturation in toddlers with and at-risk for ASD (Ben-
Sasson & Gill, 2014; Lloyd et al., 2013). Our results are
similar to those of Lloyd et al. (2013) who found that
toddlers with ASD demonstrated increasingly more
impaired motor skills compared to typically developing
age norms as they got older. While there was no age
overlap between the present study and the study by
Lloyd and colleagues (2013), both studies suggest that
motor performance in ASD may lag behind age-related
motor improvements seen in typically developing indi-
viduals. Further, individuals with ASD demonstrating
age-related increases in grip strength and finger tapping
speed from childhood to adulthood is consistent with the
results of Ming et al. (2007) that suggested that motor
difficulties in ASD may diminish with age. However, our
findings extend to show that the age-related improve-
ments in motor skill in individuals with ASD may lag
behind and never fully reach the age-related improve-
ments observed in individuals with typical development.
This lag was observed in both the grip strength and
finger tapping data, and this finding is consistent with
the postural control literature in ASD, which suggests
that individuals with ASD may not reach the typical
adult levels of postural control (Minshew et al., 2004).
Therefore, it is possible that fundamental manual motor
skills and postural control may follow a similar devel-
opmental trajectory in ASD, a key area for future
research.

There are a number of potential reasons why devel-
opmental manual motor performance may become more
impaired in ASD (in relation to same-aged typically
developing peers) from adolescence into adulthood. One
possibility is that these changes in manual motor
performance in ASD may be due to biological factors,
such as potential age-related brain changes. Indeed, a
recent longitudinal brain imaging study with this sample
suggested that whole-brain volume goes from being
higher to lower in the ASD group compared to the
typically developing group during early adolescence
(Lange, Travers, Bigler, Prigge, Froehlich et al., 2015),
and Time 1 data indicated a correlation between white
matter microstructure and manual motor performance in
ASD (Travers et al., 2015). Future analyses will investi-
gate whether longitudinal changes in brain volume or
white matter may correspond to changes in manual
motor performance. In addition, models of atypical
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synaptic pruning in autism suggest that sensory and
motor symptoms may be some of the earliest indicators
of ASD (Thomas, Davis, Karmiloff-Smith, Knowland &
Charman, 2016). While these computational models do
not address how these sensory and motor symptoms may
progress into adolescence and adulthood, it is possible
that over-pruning or decreased brain connectivity could
set off a developmental cascade that over time could
contribute to the manual motor difficulties observed in
the present study.
Another possible cause for the increased gap in motor

performance between ASD and typically developing
adolescents may be due to differences in physical activity
over time. School-aged children with ASD have been
found to be less physically active and less physically fit
compared to same-aged children with typical develop-
ment (Tyler, MacDonald & Menear, 2014), and older
children with ASD have been found to have even lower
physical activity levels (MacDonald, Esposito & Ulrich,
2011). Decreased physical activity levels during child-
hood could create a negative cascade that could culmi-
nate in adolescence as poorer motor performance.
However, future research is needed to directly examine
this possibility.
Given the atypical developmental trajectory of manual

motor performance in the group with ASD from 5 to
40 years of age, another key question is what does motor
performance look like in those with ASD older than
40 years? In typically developing individuals, motor
performance is known to decline in later adulthood.
With the early plateau in ASD, it is possible that older
adults with ASD may experience differentially more
difficulty with motor tasks in later years. Indeed, a recent
study in a small sample suggested that a high proportion
of adults with ASD over the age of 39 years exhibited
Parkinson-like symptoms, including tremors and postu-
ral instability (Starkstein, Gellar, Parlier, Payne & Piven,
2015). Given the high prevalence of children with ASD
who will eventually become older adults with ASD, the
causes and consequences of atypical motor development
across the life span should be investigated, especially
since poorer manual motor skills could have negative
impacts on quality of life and independence in this aging
population.
Finally, the present developmental trajectories beg the

question of whether a targeted motor intervention before
early adolescence could potentially prevent the manual
motor performance decline observed in ASD. A small
study found that 12 weeks of hippotherapy in 5- to 12-
year-olds with ASD decreased postural sway and
increased adaptive functioning (Ajzenman, Standeven
& Shurtleff, 2013), suggesting that gains in motor
performance and adaptive functioning may be made in

a relatively short time in ASD. Whether or not manual
motor performance is similarly affected is a key avenue
for future research.

Grip strength in ASD in relation to age norms

We used grip strength age norms (Dodds et al., 2014) to
confirm the validity of our typically developing data, and
in doing so, we found that a substantial portion of grip
strength observations in the group with ASD were far
below age norms. Specifically, we found that over one-
third of the participants with ASD had at least one
measurement of maximum grip strength below the 10th
percentile (compared to only one participant in the
typically developing sample). However, there was sub-
stantial within-group variability in grip strength, such
that 13% of individuals with ASD actually had grip
strength above the 90th percentile. Those with grip
strength below the 10th percentile did not differ from
those with grip strength above the 90th percentile in
terms of IQ, BMI, or age. Therefore, it is unlikely that
the grip strength variability within the ASD group was
due to differences in cognitive level, weight, or chrono-
logical age.
The high proportion of individuals with low grip

strength suggests that a number of the individuals with
ASD had substantially weaker grip strength compared to
the age norms, and these observations of very weak grip
strength occurred throughout the age span of the study
(5–40 years). These results are consistent with previous
findings of group differences in grip strength between
individuals with ASD and individuals with typical
development (Kern et al., 2013). In high-ASD-risk
infants (i.e. infant siblings of children with ASD),
manual motor skills correlated with later expressive
language (LeBarton & Iverson, 2013), and studies in
later childhood and adulthood suggest that a variety of
motor difficulties may be related to core ASD symptom
severity (Bhat, Galloway & Landa, 2012; Dowell et al.,
2009; Dziuk et al., 2007; Gernsbacher, Sauer, Geye,
Schweigert & Hill Goldsmith, 2008; Hilton, Graver &
LaVesser, 2007; Linkenauger, Lerner, Ramenzoni &
Proffitt, 2012; MacDonald, Lord & Ulrich, 2013;
Papadopoulos et al., 2011; Radonovich, Fournier &
Hass, 2013; Travers et al., 2013, 2015). Therefore, poorer
motor performance may not be just a peripheral aspect
of autism but potentially a contributing factor to the
core symptom severity of ASD.
It is also interesting to note that difficulties with

manual motor control have been reported in ASD-
related disorders, such as schizophrenia (Teremetz,
Amado, Bendjemaa, Krebs, Lindberg et al., 2014) and
schizotypy (Lenzenweger & Maher, 2002). Autism and
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schizophrenia have been reported to share a number of
common genetic contributions (Rapoport, Chavez,
Greenstein, Addington & Gogtay, 2009), and while it is
unclear exactly how these genetic variants may impact
motor development, this may be an important avenue for
future research. It is a distinct possibility that manual
motor performance difficulties are not specific to ASD
but may reflect difficulties across disorders that are
biologically similar to ASD.

Grip strength is a measure of muscle strength, not
muscle tone. However, it is unclear whether the weaker
grip strength in those with ASD may be related to the
high incidence of low muscle tone often observed in this
population. For example, hypotonia was identified in
51% of children with ASD (Ming et al., 2007), and the
most common minor neurological dysfunctions identi-
fied in children with ASD were atypical muscle tone,
poorer postural control, and poorer fine motor skills (De
Jong, Punt, De Groot, Minderaa & Hadders-Algra,
2011). Future research will be needed to differentiate the
effects of muscle tone on grip strength in ASD, as they
may have different underlying causes and consequences
in ASD. Nevertheless, the present results suggest not
only that there is a different developmental trajectory for
grip strength in ASD but also that a number of
individuals with ASD may have particularly low grip
strength compared to age-related, typically developing
norms.

Motor correlations with concurrent and future adaptive
daily living skills

Manual motor skills (particularly maximum grip
strength) were found to have a small-to-medium relation
with both current and future daily living skills (both
across our entire sample and just in the adults), which
suggests that manual motor performance may be related
to a portion of independent living skills in adulthood.
While relationships between developmental motor skills
and adaptive daily living skills have been reported in
individuals with more profound motor difficulties, the
present results suggest that even subtle motor difficulties
impact adaptive daily living skills from childhood
through middle adulthood. The results in our wide age
span extend the results of Jasmin et al. (2009), who
found that motor and sensory difficulties correlated with
daily living skills in preschoolers with ASD. Even though
our measurements of maximum grip strength occurred
before the age of 40 years, our results are also consistent
with studies of typical development, in finding that
midlife maximum grip strength has been found to be
related to later functional limitations (Rantanen et al.,
1999). Other studies of midlife grip strength in typical

development have also found that it predicts mortality
25 years later (Al Snih et al., 2002; Fujita et al., 1995;
Gale et al., 2007; Katzmarzyk & Craig, 2002; Metter
et al., 2002; Rantanen et al., 2012; Sasaki et al., 2007).
Therapeutic techniques that target manual motor func-
tion and help people find strategies to compensate for
motor difficulties may be beneficial for individuals who
present with these subtle motor difficulties, not only in
old age but perhaps across the life span.

The relation between manual motor performance and
adaptive daily living skills may in part contribute to the
developmental trajectory of adaptive daily living skills in
ASD. Adaptive daily living skills in ASD have been
shown to plateau during early adolescence (Smith et al.,
2012), and the current results suggest that manual motor
difficulties may contribute to this plateau. In older adults
with typical development, grip strength has been found
to relate to a number of different skills that are
associated with independent living, such as opening jars
or bottles, carrying grocery bags, holding books, wring-
ing out towels, pouring liquids from containers, and
stirring mixtures (Simard, Chalifoux, Fortin, Archam-
bault, St-Cerny-Gosselin et al., 2012). It is possible that
these tasks may be more difficult for those with lower
grip strength in our sample, partially driving the
relationship between grip strength and adaptive daily
living skills.

Furthermore, the relationship between manual motor
performance and future adaptive daily living skills
remained even when we only examined the adults
(18 years and older) in the study. Context variables such
as schoolwork, independent vocation, and high-quality
relationships with family have been shown to lead to
improvements in core autism features into adulthood
(Taylor & Seltzer, 2010; Taylor, Smith & Mailick, 2014;
Woodman, Smith, Greenberg & Mailick, 2015). How-
ever, little research has examined the role of motor ability
in predicting adult outcomes in ASD, and our results
suggest that manual motor performance might relate to
daily living skills during adulthood in this population.
Future research should examine whether grip strength
may be predictive of more general outcomes in adults
with ASD, like employment, quality of life, or commu-
nity engagement.

Limitations

The results of the present study have limited generaliz-
ability due to our sample size (especially for the adult-
only analysis) and small number of repeated measures
per participant. Developmental trajectories of motor
skill will be further understood when based on more
participants and more repeated measurements per
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participant (three or more data points). Further, the
external validity of the present study is limited, in that
our measurements of grip strength and finger tapping
were not performed with a concrete goal of function in
mind. In addition, we did not measure other manual
motor skills that are likely related to adaptive daily living
skills (i.e. reaching, grasping, object manipulation).
Therefore, while the present study focused on funda-
mental manual motor skills that are likely diagnostic
correlates for more complicated motor skills, future
studies should include testing a variety of fine motor
skills (including perceptual-motor abilities) and adaptive
abilities during real-life, functional tasks.

Conclusions and implications

Across the life span, use of our hands allows us to
complete a number of meaningful tasks, such as prepar-
ing meals, dressing ourselves, writing, typing, holding
hands, driving, and eating. Our results demonstrate that
a substantial proportion of participants with ASD
exhibit very weak grip strength, suggesting that grip
strength may be a particular challenge for a good
proportion of this population. Challenges with grip
strength may lead to difficulties with effectively perform-
ing functional tasks such as handwriting or dressing. For
example, a child’s difficulty with the foundational motor
skill of gripping objects may lead to weak grip exerted on
a writing utensil, which may lead to poor legibility and
decreased motivation to practice handwriting. Further,
our results suggest that individuals with ASD may
experience increasingly more pronounced manual motor
performance difficulties as they transition from adoles-
cence into adulthood. Manual motor skills (particularly
grip strength) were found to relate to both current and
future daily living skills (both across our entire sample
and just in the adults), which suggests that manual
motor performance in ASD could be a limiting factor for
developing independent living skills in adulthood.
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Supporting Information

Additional Supporting Information may be found online in the
supporting information tab for this article:
Figure S1. Change in grip strength across longitudinal

measurement as a function of age. Because participants had
more than two time points, we calculated the linear slope for
grip strength as a function of age for each participant (rather
than just subtracting the first measurement from the final
measurement). These data suggest that the typically developing
participants (TDC) were more likely to have positive increases
in grip strength compared to participants with autism spectrum
disorder (ASD). These data support the main findings of
the study. However, Fig 2 is a more comprehensive picture of
these same data, in that you see the change in grip strength over
time in relation to the starting grip strength.
Figure S2. Body mass index (BMI) reported in reference to

Center for Disease Control (CDC) BMI percentiles for children
two to 20 years of age in the autism spectrum disorder (ASD)
and typically developing control (TDC) groups. The two
groups had similar distributions in terms of percentile BMI,
although there appeared to be more extreme BMI’s (both on
the low and high end) in the individuals with ASD. The
groupings had n’s that were too small to perform Chi-Square
analyses. Note that in Table 1, there are no significant group
differences in raw BMI scores.
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